A user manual may provide instructions that, if the user follows them, achieve any of certain objectives as determined by the manual designers. A manual may therefore be viewed rather like a computer program, as pre-planned instructions. Accordingly, software engineering and its methods may be applied mutatis mutandis to the manual and its design process.
Introduction
There is much evidence that improved manuals improve user acceptance (Carroll, 1990) . There is also the argument that improving manuals by changing the system documented by them leads to improved systems (Thimbleby, 1990) . Thus manuals are an essential part of the system life cycle: from requirements and design, through usability, to acceptance.
The importance of manuals certainly extends beyond their use in training and reference. In some sense (whether this is explicit or implicit) a user must 'know' what they are doing to use a system, and the manual is a representation of what they could know. Whether a user could in practice verbalise their knowledge as a system manual is unlikely -it may not even be necessary to be able to do so if the system feedback is sufficient (cf. Payne, 1991) ; however it is certain that, for many users, the manual is the prime input to their initial system knowledge. Other work has discussed what `program' the user may be executing (e.g., Runciman & Hammond, 1986 ); here we are concerned with a conventional concrete representation of the program as a manual, rather than a psychological or abstract expression of the user's mental model.
Despite the importance of manuals, however they are generally fitted into the design cycle after implementation has been completed, very much as an output of a finished software engineering process. There might seem to be little choice in this; indeed, it has been argued (e.g., Jackson, 1983 ) that the manual should be written at this stage, since at any earlier stage the system to be documented is not finalised. This paper argues that manuals can be viewed more productively than the conventional reactive software engineering view suggests, and we give some indications of how one might proceed. We would emphasise, however, that this paper is very much a reorientation, rather than a final solution. Like writing computer programs, writing manuals is part art and part science, and one bright idea is not going to change everything, nor even be a valid solution for all occasions. Moreover, although we present empirical results, it is extremely difficult to acquire complete and correct manuals for existing systems, whether or not in machine-readable form.
Note. We take 'system' to refer to the computer implementation of the user interface. We refer explicitly to the complete human-computer system inclusive of the environment as necessary.
The model represented by manuals
The user manual (a complete and correct user manual) represents a way of expressing the user's potential knowledge about a system. Its complexity must therefore correspond (if only weakly) with the cognitive complexity involved in the user interface (over all tasks covered by the manual). A very plausible corollary is that if a small manual cannot be written for a system, the system will be found difficult to understand and to use. Indeed, Carroll's minimal manual work has been called one of the most robust results in humancomputer interaction (Draper & Oatley, 1992) : and it is (put simply) that the smaller a manual the better. Of course Carroll's minimal manual approach includes other factors, such as error recovery. The point we need to make from his and other work is that the usability of the complete human-machine system depends, amongst many factors, on the complexity of the manual.
With on-line help, intelligent assistants, and so forth, there is actually very little reason for a user to distinguish between the system and its manual (figure 1). With multimedia and hypertext systems, in a real sense, the system is a manual.
That one is conventionally implemented in silicon and the other in paper is merely a convention, and the difficulty of editing paper (as opposed to electronic media) has resulted in the entrenchment of the view that manuals must be designed after systems. Paper manuals are certainly much harder to revise! It would follow from the conventional view that any measure of manual complexity has at best an impact on acceptance, but none on design.
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Figure 1:
User's view of a system. How does the user distinguish interface from manual?
A manual, then, sits between the computer program and the user.
On the one side, computer program complexity measures are not very likely to relate to usability; but the manual is a function of the program, and since it is intended for the user, complexity measures of it are likely to be far more relevant to usability from the technical perspective. On the other side, cognitive measures are hard to relate to computer software design, they are easier to apply to manual design. In the middle, the manual defines (or is defined by) the system and is designed for human comprehension and use, so measures of its complexity will be relevant to usability, both from the system and from the user perspective.
Manuals are more accessible than user models and they are more relevant to user interfaces than programs as such. In short, they are a concrete, accessible and shared representation sitting between brain and silicon. Can we exploit this shared ground further?
The analogy between computer program and user manual
The analogy between computer program and user manual is based on the view that the user is a 'computer' and the manual is a 'program.' If you prefer, the computer (specifically, the processor) is a 'user' and the program is a 'manual.'
However, this view is a bit stark, and can be explained less abruptly: When a programmer writes a program, they do not anticipate what that program will be used for, rather they determine certain aspects of it, such as its control flow. Thus, a programmer does not need to consider what a user of a word processor writes, but how they perform their writing. Likewise, the designer of a manual does not prescribe precisely what the user does with the system (if they could precisely predict user behaviour then the system could automatically perform that task for them!), rather designers prescribe the methods and choices available to the user to achieve their task goals.
Thus, we may view a manual as a program. Like programs, manuals prescribe certain operations and procedures. The user in pursuing their own task's goals, execute steps from the manual, or navigate (when they are skilled or well trained) what is effectively a remembered route through the manual.
The question arises how one might measure or assess the complexity of manuals. Moreover to give such assessment as great an impact as possible, it must apply to manuals as yet to be written, to take advantage of the information at a stage in the design process where action can still be taken.
We propose to provide one answer to this question in this paper. Before giving our answer, however, we first provide several arguments leading up to it and together justifying it.
Argument 1
Over many years programmers have discovered that writing programs requires some discipline of thought. There are various approaches to program design, amongst which the use of structured programming constructs is the least contentious. Dijkstra (1968) Considering the manual/program analogy, we ask corresponding questions:
• Is the manual likely to correctly describe the intended system?
• Is the user likely to be able to understand (or conceptualise) the system from the manual?
If the manual was a computer program, and the user was a computer, the answer to both questions is, "only if the program was properly structured" -only if the manual is a suitably structured manual.
If the program was not properly structured it is very likely that the programmer made mistakes because they did not have a proper grasp of what they were doing. By analogy, a manual is unlikely to describe the system and the user is unlikely to understand it if the manual is not properly structured. (Note that there is no problem on the one hand making the analogy that the user is another programmer understanding the source code of a program, and in the other analogy a human-computer executing the program. Both analogies produce the same answer.)
Summary: Argument 1 takes the view that writing a manual is a similar task to writing a program, and therefore a good manual (or one that is written correctly) is one that is well structured.
Argument 2
Hypertext is one way to represent documents, and user manuals are one example of the sort of document that could easily be made into a hypertext. Hypertext can be represented by finite state machines (or variations thereof). Thimbleby (1993) showed that since systems can be represented by finite state machines (or variations), one can place the manual and system into direct correspondence. One therefore obtains a correct (though typically large) manual.
It follows that good system design principles and metrics could equally well be assessed by examining this sort of manual.
Summary: Argument 2 takes the view that a manual should accurately reflect the system's program, and therefore measures (designed for evaluating program complexity) can be meaningfully applied to a manual.
Argument 3
Manuals are often improved by using clear English, careful exposition, pictures and diagrams. It may be the case, however, that these are cosmetic improvements and the manual could be more significantly improved by addressing its structure. Certainly, achieving a good style would be compromised by changes in structure, but not the other way around. Thus getting a good structure is the primary task, after which refinements can be made.
Summary: Argument 3 takes the view that a manual should, primarily, have a good structure. Unlike the preceding two arguments, Argument 3 does not require a 'programming' type of structure though it is consistent with one.
Argument 4
Finally, we note that many user manuals are presented as flowcharts or finite state machine diagrams. In some multimedia authoring systems, Authorware Professional (Macromedia, 1992) for example, the user's choices are planned using explicit flowcharts. These are not arguments that all systems can be documented by manuals which are flowchart programs, but it certainly shows that the analogy is sufficient and appropriate for some applications.
Summary: Manuals in many cases are already 'user programs.'
Structured programming
Structured programming aims to make programs more intelligible and more readableeasier to reason about. It also makes them easier to maintain by programmers other than the original author. Such programs are more likely to be developed correctly in the first instance. Structured programming is usually defined as constructing programs using a small set of well-understood control structures, which combine smaller structured program fragments together. The main control structures are the simple if-then-else, while-do and repeat-until statements and some others available in certain programming languages. The goto statement is normally excluded.
The general principle underlying the structured control structures is that they have one entry and one exit; a goto statement would provide an additional way out of such structures, and, of course, a corresponding way into other structures which are the destination of the goto. Structures compromised by a goto cannot be considered in isolation -the programmer has to understand the entire program; secondly, the programmer cannot cope by learning a few idiomatic control structures -with gotos, arbitrary control structures can easily be devised and simulated. In contrast, in proper structured programming, programmers become familiar with a small, standard set of control structures. Also, the one-entry one-exit restriction ensures that any component of a program can be replaced simply by a procedure. 
Flowgraphs: a particular application of the analogy
It has been proposed that the count of control structures used is a useful measure of program complexity. Unfortunately, any one program can be expressed in various ways, and a syntactical count of control structures is not adequate. However a program can be decomposed into a maximal set of structured components (Fenton & Whitty, 1986) . Such a decomposition is unique and therefore complexity measures based on it are not sensitive to the original concrete form of expression of the program. The method allows for using goto statements to simulate various control structures perhaps which are not provided in the actual language being used.
Since user manuals rarely have any explicit control structures, and are almost entirely ordered by sequence and by gotos, flowgraph decomposition is an ideal approach to determine their complexity.
A flowgraph F = 〈G,a,z〉 is a triple consisting of a directed multigraph G, together with distinguished vertices a, z of G satisfying:
• a (the start vertex) has directed paths to all other nodes of G. The start vertex need not have zero in-degree.
• every vertex has a directed path to z (the stop vertex), which has zero outdegree.
It follows that a flowgraph is connected but not strongly connected. Figure 2 shows some standard control structures as flowgraphs.
A sequential program or manual can be considered a flowgraph, presuming only that it has a start state and that it terminates. If a program does not terminate (e.g., it is a continuous process), it can be converted to a flowgraph in various ways, the most satisfactory being to identify an 'off' or 'idle' state and split it into two adjacent states. Thus the graph without The following Pascal, with numbered lines, can be represented as a flowgraph (see figure 3 ):
while n < 10 do … 1 n := n + 1; … 2 write(n); … 3
As suggested by figure 3, the same flowgraph can also be used for the following simplified extract from a user manual, where we have used the word 'goto' to show how the user can move from paragraph to paragraph as the manual is read ('executed'). In many ways, this is merely a compiled while command, and is further support to the argument that users follow programs, very low level programs at that, which happen to be written as manuals.
Play:
press Pause to pause the tape … 1 goto Pause press Stop to stop playing the tape goto Stop
Pause:
press Pause to resume playing the tape … 2 goto Play Stop: … … 3
Any edge (u,v) in a flowgraph can be replaced by a flowgraph 〈G,u,v〉: this is a composition operation called nesting, and is how more complex programs are constructed, given the appropriate building blocks. Sequential composition (in Pascal, using a semicolon) is simply nesting on the flowgraph P 2 , which is •→•→•. For a given set of control structures, it is sufficient to consider nesting on vertices with one out edge (since the vertex uniquely specifies the edge to be replaced); however this entails treating as distinct each form of various program control structures (such as the case statement and guarded commands, which require vertices of arbitrary out-degree)
Given a flowgraph, a problem called decomposition is to determine how it might have been constructed from smaller, nested sub-flowgraphs. It is easy to prove that the maximal decomposition is unique.
To measure program complexity, a program is decomposed (using standard algorithms: see below) into the maximal set of flowgraphs. Various metrics are then possible: for example the smaller the components (or the greater the number of them for a given size of program), the more structured the program. The metrics can be normalised by the size of the program to obtain complexity densities. One can also immediately establish what control structures have been used, and easily indicate any that are non-standard.
An experiment
As an experiment, we took the finite state machine description of a submachine of a domestic video cassette recorder. This description can equally be viewed as a manual fully documenting the machine (Thimbleby, 1993) . We took the off-with-tape-out state as start and end states (as described above) and hence obtained flowgraphs. We applied a flowgraph decomposition algorithm (Lengauer & Tarjan, 1979; Fuchs, 1993) to the graphs. The somewhat surprising result was that there was no proper decomposition. (A proper decomposition is a decomposition into at least two non-empty sub-flowgraphs.) Moreover, there was no proper decomposition no matter what state was taken as the start/stop state.
A more impressive way of saying this is that one might have saved a human manual writer from the impossibly tedious -and in this case, fruitless -job of searching for a well structured manual. Not one of the billions of possible distinct manuals that might have to have been examined by hand (by manual methods?) can be considered structured.
If we take manuals as isomorphic to directed spanning trees, the number above is a count of the distinct labelled directed spanning trees rooted at the start vertex of the relevant flowgraph. For our small example system the number is over 10 million for each root. Given that many everyday systems are far larger, the space of their manuals is astronomical, and automatic means of optimising manual design are necessary.
Of any group of paragraphs in any manual, more than one must refer to paragraphs outside the group, or elsewhere other paragraphs must refer to more than one inside the group. These correspond to gotos out of the group or gotos into it, not counting the start and end of the group.
If the manuals were to be made more verbose or more extensive by documenting states as sequences of paragraphs (instead of one paragraph per state, or one paragraph per state×button, as assumed above), then the flowgraph decomposition would at once decompose these as P i subgraphs (i.e., strictly linear flowgraphs with no branches); the quotient graph would then not be further decomposable. That no such P i were found in the original case shows that, in user interface terms, there were no states in which one could only next do one thing and that one thing could be done no other way.
What the results mean, especially give that one can modify the system to be documented in various ways (e.g., by not writing a manual for all of it, as we assumed here), will be considered more fully below.
Discussion
If a large computer program was found to have no proper flowgraph decomposition, one would justifiably complain to the programmer that it was unstructured; it is likely that the programmer could not easily explain what the program did; it is likely that nobody else could understand the program at all easily; and it is likely that the computer anyway does something other than what the programmer intended. The implications of unstructured program writing are serious.
If the manuals for the VCRs we studied were written by humans, and we view them as 'programs' for their users to achieve the various functions the VCRs implement, then there is a very strong possibility that those writers did not understand what they had done, or, rather, they would not know what a user would do with what they had done.
A programmer may 'know' what he or she has programmed or intended to program, but they may be surprised at what the computer does: this is why debugging programs is so difficult. Likewise, users may not apply the manual instructions as intended (or any aspect of the design as intended): this is why user interfaces need to be 'debugged' in real tests with users.
What they had done was likely to be incorrect in details, and, further, that they would be unable to explain what they had done. Even if by some chance the manual was correct, it is extremely unlikely that anyone else would be able to maintain it. All this is the programming experience. In user interface terms, additionally it means that there would be little reason to suppose a user could understand the manual either. (There is little debate about whether computers understand their programs!)
The structured programming experience is that trained programmers have difficulty reading and comprehending badly structured programs: how much harder would users (untrained as programmers) find unstructured manuals?
A crucial point is the following: If there is no proper flowgraph decomposition, then a reader of the manual cannot use divide and conquer to help understand the manual. No part of the manual can be considered in isolation (i.e., 'dividing' the manual results in components that are incorrect or incomplete).
A solution to the correctness problem of manuals is to construct the manual automatically. This solution has been proposed and demonstrated by Thimbleby (1993) , though this does not directly address the problem of its complexity. (Arguably it exacerbates it, since it guarantees arbitrarily complex manuals are correct.) Since the decomposition of a manual into flowgraphs is unique and independent of its syntactical form, its complexity (in this regard) can only be improved by changing the system. Thus one has to use a system development environment where such complexity measures can be established early enough in the design cycle so that they can impact the design itself; this was also proposed in Thimbleby (1993) .
Limitations of flowgraphs
Flowgraphs are just one of many ways of approaching the manual/program analogy. They have limitations for both software engineering and manual analysis. An important feature, however, is that the limitations are very precise. Flowgraphs not only provide an approach for measuring complexity but also provide a demarcation for the factors being measured.
Flowgraph based analysis will be particularly relevant when the user is following a completely documented procedure, as in error recovery, fault diagnosis or servicing applications. In applications where the manual is intended to lead to understanding of system principles, other approaches would seem more appropriate. Flowgraphs are not specially appropriate for declarative manuals (ones that declare properties or invariants of the user interface, as opposed to specific procedures).
Although there is no flowgraph decomposition in the example studied, one might respond that if certain edges were deleted then a structured manual could be obtained. For example, the Operate button switches the VCR off [sic] in many (but not all) states. Deleting edges to off would reduce the number of gotos out of many states. In fact, one can search for the 'best' edges to delete; and the manual would have to discuss these separately, as well as any exceptions (e.g., Operate does something different when the VCR is off). What is most interesting, however, is that a purely automatic procedure (flowgraph decomposition) has identified task-related issues, in turn which would raise various design trade-offs.
Orthogonal components are common in user interfaces (e.g., a TV sound on/off component is usually orthogonal to the TV channel control), but flowgraph decomposition only considers nesting, not Cartesian product. (One can consider flowgraph decomposition of orthogonal components: essentially applying flowgraph metrics to independent parts of the manual separately.)
Undo causes similar problems; indeed undo is not handled very well by finite state machines -push down automata are better models.
6.2. Aren't all programs equivalent to structured programs? Böhm and Jacopini (1966) showed that any (conventional imperative) computer program can be converted to [what we might now call] a structured program using a limited number of simple control structures. In their original terms, they showed that however complex a flowchart or Turing Machine program, it can always be converted to a program using a few (specifically: 3 by their first result, or 2 by their second) simple control structures. Their result was an important one in convincing the programming community that there was no program that had to be written in an unstructured form.
It is sometimes forgotten that their result showed more precisely that any program can be converted to a structured program perhaps only by way of introducing state variables. For example any while loop from which you want to do an exit in the middle can be converted to a well-structured while loop, with a body that is a simple conditional (see figure 4) , by introducing a state variable.
In manual-writing terms, this means that any manual can be converted to a 'structured manual' but perhaps only at the expense of introducing one or more variables. One is thereby shifting the complexity of the manual's flow structure to the cognitive load of remembering the states of the respective variables. It may be that a few variables (7±2!) are an acceptable trade-off, though it seems more sensible for the system to display the state of the variables at the appropriate places by using indicators -though this approach would exacerbate the standard problem of system/manual synchronisation. Using state variables to permit structured programming. The program fragments shown are equivalent (assuming flag is not used elsewhere!), but the one on the left is not flowgraph decomposable.
As Dijkstra (op. cit.) noted for the Böhm and Jacopini result, a translation of a bad structure by their mechanical method to one that avoids gotos does not necessarily achieve a program that is any clearer. We are not suggesting our approach helps write or generate better manuals; it merely measures something that indicates whether a manual may be badly written. That programs can be well-written without gotos is now a matter of history, and, as with manuals, it is essentially a stylistic rather than a theoretical issue.
Conclusions
We have suggested that the design of (and evaluation of) user manuals may be approached using methods derived from software engineering. This approach suggests various approaches and metrics, which can be taken directly from software engineering. Moreover, the arguments that justify programming metrics can be applied with equal force in the user manual case. Program complexity measures correspond (amongst other features) to the likelihood of correctness and intelligibility of manuals, both of which one would usually wish to optimise simultaneously! It follows that manuals may be improved by such methods; designers and manual writers can now easily question the trade-offs involved in unstructured features of a user interface.
The appropriateness or otherwise of a particular metric will depend on the user's tasks and what should be optimised by the design. Specifically, this paper considered flowgraph decomposition, which is only one of many plausible complexity metrics. From software engineering, they are known to be a good measure of complexity from the writer's and maintainer's points of view. An important advantage of flowgraph-based complexity measures is that they can be automated.
Just as some computer programs are best written in an unstructured way (for example, because efficiency is paramount, or because they are microprogrammed and use some unconventional ideas of control flow), it is certainly not the case that structured methods are a universal panacea. Some user interfaces will benefit from structured manuals, some won't. Games, teaching systems (CAL, CBT) and high security systems are common examples of systems where the user is supposed not to understand everything; on the other hand, safety-critical systems, office systems and many consumer products are generally supposed to be ones that are easy and reliable to use under the sorts of assumptions that our approach makes. Users should therefore have structured manuals, well structured in the software engineering sense. In this paper we have provided some initial ideas on how that may be achieved.
